Abstract-Reliable shape modeling and clustering of white matter fiber tracts is essential for clinical and anatomical studies that use diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography techniques. In this work we present a novel scheme to model the shape of white matter fiber tracts reconstructed from DTI and cluster them into bundles using Fourier descriptors. We characterize a tract's shape by using Fourier descriptors which are effective in capturing shape properties of fiber tracts. Fourier descriptors derived from different shape signatures are analyzed. Clustering is then performed on these multidimensional features in conjunction with mass centers using a k-means like threshold based approach. The advantage of this method lies in the fact that Fourier descriptors achieve spatial independent representation and normalization of white matter fiber tracts which makes it useful for tract comparison across subjects. It also eliminates the need to find matching correspondences between two randomly organized tracts from whole brain tracking. Several issues related to tract shape representation and normalization are also discussed. Real DTI datasets are used to test this technique. Experiment results show that this technique can effectively separate multiple fascicles into plausible bundles.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
IFFUSION tensor imaging (DTI) is a structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique based on probing the Brownian motion of water molecules [1] and has been used to study white matter fiber structures of human brain in vivo. The white matter fiber tracts are reconstructed from DTI datasets using a class of techniques called tractography [2] , [3] , [4] . DTI and white matter tractography have been used in advancing our understanding of anatomical connectivity and functional coupling between regions of the brain, as well as in clinical applications such as neurosurgery planning and brain disorder diagnosis [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
For visual and quantitative analysis of complicated three dimensional (3D) fiber tracts, efficient computational tools are essential to model and group reconstructed fiber trajectories into specific clusters or bundles to gain clinical insight. Over the past few years, a number of white matter tract segmentation schemes have been published. These approaches roughly fall into three categories, i.e., visual dissection, automatic clustering and atlas based segmentation. Conturo et al. [13] and Mori et al. [14] proposed a visual dissection method to interactively select fibers passing through one or more user defined ROIs in the process of DTI fiber tracking. This approach can also be used to remove anatomically implausible tracts. But it is time-consuming to segment large amounts of arbitrarily shaped fibers with complex structures. Good knowledge of brain white matter anatomy is necessary for this method.
In the second category methodologies, Ding et al. [15] bundled reconstructed fiber tracts by finding the corresponding portion of a fiber that has pointwise correspondence to a portion of another fiber. Euclidean distance was used to define the piecewise affinity. This means that the starting regions of these two compared tracts need to correspond to each other. This condition may not be satisfied in whole brain fiber tracking. Burn et al. [16] described a fiber as a 9-dimensional feature vector representing the mean and the lower triangular part of the covariance matrix of points on a tract. The clustering algorithm used is normalized cuts method first appeared in the computer vision community. Gerig et al. [17] and Corouge et al. [18] introduced Hausdorff and similar distance metrics to implicitly model tract's shape characteristics. Equal fiber length was assumed following the assumption that streamlines under consideration were from a common starting area which may not be the general case. Others [19] , [20] emphasized their efforts mostly on the development of a better clustering algorithm. Batchelor et al. [21] compared several mathematical tools including link, principal component analysis (PCA) and the Euclidean distance of Fourier descriptors to study the relative spatial configurations of trajectory pairs and indicated that these measures could be used in classifying and clustering the reconstructed fiber curves. They made the assumption that the point correspondence between a pair of curves could be made by the selection of seed points and regular reparameterizations.
The third type of tract clustering techniques are based on a neuronal path atlas built in advance or drawn or selected manually by users [22] , [23] . The a priori knowledge of a fiber bundle is a requirement of this type of approaches.
In the literature, there appears to be disproportionately more effort and emphasis placed on the development of better clustering algorithms and less on better representations of reconstructed fiber tracts, even though the latter is more critical in determining the success of a tract clustering strategy. The popular distance measures capture the local relationship but tends to lack the ability to capture the global configuration of fiber tracts. The same applies to other proposed shape signatures such as curvature and torsion. They are essentially local representations of tract shape features and are thus sensitive to noise which is an inherent problem in DTI. The challenge that we face is to model a fiber tract with a representation method to separate fiber tracts belonging to distinct clusters while keeping tracts of the same cluster close by. The tract representation should eliminate the need to establish matching correspondences between randomly configured tracts generated from whole brain tracking. It would be especially desirable if this representation can be normalized and easily extended to inter subject clustering for group analysis which is more important than the intra subject clustering in clinical studies.
To achieve these goals and to overcome drawbacks of local shape signatures, unlike traditional techniques, we present a scheme to model and segment fiber tracts by using Fourier descriptors derived from different shape signatures. We split a tract representation into two separate parts, shape and position characteristics. Especially, we employ Fourier descriptors to quantify a fiber tract's shape signatures. Fourier descriptors have been widely used in shape coding [24] , shape analysis [25] and shape retrieval [26] in computer vision community since they render well both representation and normalization of a shape. The first few low frequency terms of Fourier series capture the more general shape properties while the higher frequency terms capture finer shape details. As an integral, Fourier descriptors not only preserve the tract shape information but also overcome the noise sensitivity in shape signature representations. Another advantage of Fourier descriptors is that features extracted from Fourier approach can be normalized so that we can easily handle the effect of rotation, translation and scaling. They thus have the potential to be extended into fiber tract recognition and detection across subjects for group analysis.
This paper focuses on the problem of shape modeling and intra subject clustering of white matter fiber tract reconstructed in the whole brain tacking. In conjunction with Fourier descriptors characterizing shape features, we will measure the spatial configuration of tracts by their mass centers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the methods used in this study. Especially, subsection II-A illustrates a parameter fitting technique to sample fiber tracts in equal arc length. Subsection II-B introduces different fiber tract shape signatures. In subsection II-C we discuss Fourier descriptors' invariant normalization to translation, rotation and scaling. Section II-D presents fiber tract similarity measures and clustering method. Section III gives our preliminary results to show the performance of Fourier descriptors in fiber tract shape recognition and clustering. Finally, Section IV concludes this paper.
II. METHODS
A. Fiber Tract Parameter Fitting
The backward streamline based DTI tractography technique proposed by Mori and van Zijl [27] is employed in this analysis to reconstruct white matter fiber tracts. This tractography technique produces fiber tracts as spatial curves in the 3D space with unequal separation distances between successive step points. Fourier transform approach is dependent on the parameterization of the curves. This requires the parameterization to be standardized. For this reason, all reconstructed tracts are fitted using a fixed geodesic arc length. Distinct fiber tracts have equal length unit but usually different numbers of step points.
B. Shape Signatures
Each step point on a fiber tract has its 3D coordinates representing its spatial position and a principal eigenvector indicating the local diffusion orientation in a specific voxel it falls in. Based on the spatial position and orientation properties, three shape signatures are considered in this paper. They are center shifted coordinates, central distance and central angle dot product.
1) Center Shifted Coordinates: A tract's center shifted coordinates are its 3D coordinates shifted according to its mass center to eliminate the effect of bias [28] . Assume (x, y, z) are the 3D coordinates of a step point on a fiber tract. The corresponding center shifted coordinates are
where (x c , y c , z c ) is the mass center of the fiber tract which is the average of coordinates of the tract step points
Here n is the number of step points of a fiber tract. This shift makes the coordinates invariant under translations.
2) Central Distance:
The central distance is the distance of the tract step points from the mass center (x c , y c , z c ) of the tract
The subtraction of the mass center, which reflects a tract's spatial position, from step points makes the central distance invariant under translations as well.
3) Central Angle Dot Product:
A fiber tract's shape can also be represented by its local diffusion orientations. But these orientations are not invariant to either translations or rotations. To overcome this downside, we first define a fiber tract's global diffusion orientation concept as the accumulation of local diffusion orientations intrinsic to step points along a fiber tract. This global diffusion orientation is similar to the cumulative angular function defined by Zahn and Roskies [29] for closed planar curves. It is the net amount of diffusion orientation difference between the two end points of a fiber tract. Assume e = {e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n−1 } is the set of local diffusion orientations of a fiber tract, then the global diffusion orientation e g is given by
A voxel's diffusion orientation e i is defined as its associated principal eigenvector. However, they are not equivalent in the sense that a diffusion orientation is symmetrically bidirectional while a principal eigenvector is directional. In order to get the correct global orientation e g , we need to check the directional consistency of the principal eigenvectors. The strategy is similar to that finding the local tracing direction in streamline based DTI tractography [2] , [27] . In detail, we start from any one of the two end points of a fiber tract and move along its successive step points. If the dot product between the principal eigenvectors of the starting point and the next point is negative, we reverse the principal eigenvector of the next point. Then we move forward following the direction of the principal eigenvector to the next point and repeat the process, until reach the last step point of the tract. The central angle dot product is the absolute value of the dot product between a step point's local diffusion orientation and the global diffusion orientation of the tract
This 1D shape signature is invariant under translations and rotations.
C. Discrete Fourier Transform of Shape Signatures 1) Discrete Fourier Transform:
We compute the discrete Fourier transform of a tract for each of the shape signatures described above as
where s(i), i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, is a shape signature at the ith point, and j = √ −1. The coefficients F D(k), k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, are called Fourier descriptors of the shape of a fiber tract. Since the shape signatures that we introduced are all real values, there are only n/2 different frequencies in the discrete Fourier transform. If n is an odd number, the number of different frequencies is (n+1)/2. In the following discussion, we assume that n is even for convenience. Therefore, only a half of the Fourier descriptors in Equation 4 are needed to describe the shape pattern of a fiber tract.
Fourier descriptors transform the fiber tract shape from the spatial domain into a frequency domain. This eliminates the difficulty to establish the matching correspondence between two randomly organized fiber tracts in spatial domain. The number of coefficients from Fourier transform is usually large, but a small subset of these coefficients is sufficient to capture the general shape features of a fiber tract. We show in Section III that this small subset of coefficients is also adequate to identify one fiber tract from others. The coefficients corresponding to very high frequencies are not so helpful in fiber tract shape differentiation and subsequently for fiber tract clustering. The reason is that fiber tracts are usually smooth since sharp turns are avoided in their reconstruction process [2] , [27] . These high frequency components can be ignored without significant accuracy loss for fiber tract clustering. The lower order components also help filter out noise dependent perturbations. As a result, the dimension of Fourier descriptors used for fiber tract clustering are significantly reduced. In addition, two fiber tracts compared based on the Fourier descriptors do not have to have the same numbers of step points. Consequently, Fourier descriptors can be employed in matching of fiber tracts with unequal length.
2) Invariance Normalization: In order to easily extend our method to fiber tract matching across subjects, the shape representations should be invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. Shape representation invariance is difficult to achieve in spatial domain. Especially the rotation invariance needs large amounts of computation. On the other hand, Fourier descriptors significantly reduce the difficulty to achieve invariance [30] . If a fiber tract is linearly transformed, Fourier transform keeps the same linearity of the transformation. All the three shape signatures introduced above are invariant under translation. Their corresponding Fourier descriptors are also translation invariant. Rotation invariance of the Fourier descriptors is achieved by discarding their phase information and keeping only their magnitude components [30] . We represent a Fourier descriptor's magnitude as |F D| in the following.
For the center shifted coordinates, we treat each of the three coordinate components of the parameterized fiber tract, x − x c , y − y c , and z − z c , as three one dimensional (1D) signals. After applying discrete Fourier transform on each of them individually, we get three sets of Fourier descriptors,
We use the Euclidean norm as the 1D descriptor as (5) where k = 0, 1, . . . , (n/2 − 1). F D(0) is the direct current (DC) component which is a real value and represents the mean position [30] . It is not useful for shape representation and is thus ignored. F D(1) indicates a fiber tract's scale information. To achieve scaling invariance, we divide all other Fourier descriptors by F D (1) . Finally, Fourier descriptors derived from center shifted coordinates are
For central distance and central angle dot product, scaling invariance is achieved by dividing all other Fourier descriptors by F D(0), the DC component. Their Fourier descriptors are given by
In the following discussion, we represent a normalized descriptor as f (k) for convenience. In detail,
. . , (n/2 − 1) for the other two shape signatures. Now, the normalized Fourier descriptors generated from all the three shape signatures are invariant under translation, rotation and scaling. Each tract's shape is featured by a shape vector, f , composed of a set of normalized Fourier descriptors
where n is the number of points of a fiber tract. This number may not be equal among tracts. m is the starting index of the descriptors. In particular, m = 2 for the center shifted coordinates and m = 1 for the other two shape signatures.
D. Tract Similarity and Clustering
For a reference fiber tract indexed by a shape vector f r (m + 1) , . . . , f r (L)] and a candidate fiber tract indexed by a shape vector f c = [f c (m), f c (m +  1) , . . . , f c (L)], the shape similarity S s is calculated by Gaussian kernel of the Euclidean distance as
and
where L is the truncated number of the Fourier descriptors used and m is the starting index of descriptors.
For intra subject clustering, we calculate the spatial position similarity between two fiber tracts as
where d m = c 1 − c 2 is the Euclidean distance between the two mass centers, c 1 and c 2 , of the two fiber tracts. Finally, we combine them together to define the overall similarity score S between two fiber tracts as
where ω is a weight factor and takes values between 0 to 1. For S, S s and S p , a higher value indicates a stronger match, and a lower value reflects a weaker match. We then apply a k-means like threshold based approach to perform tract clustering.
III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We first evaluated the capability of the Fourier descriptors to distinguish different shapes by using a fiber tract collection composed of the corticospinal tract (CST) bundle and the medial cerebellar peduncle (MCP) bundle. f (2) to f (29) were used for the center shifted coordinates. f (1) to f (29) were used for the other two shape signatures. In this experiment, we only applied the Fourier descriptors to differentiate these two fiber bundles, and we set ω = 1.0 and σ = 1. The clustering result shows that the tracts were grouped into two plausible bundles, CST and MCP. Figure 1 illustrates the segmented tracts in different colors in a sagittal view.
However, shape discrimination of these Fourier descriptors may be different. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the calculated Fourier descriptors for all fiber tracts in this collection. They reveal that Fourier descriptors derived from the center shifted coordinates have the highest discrimination ability among the three shape signatures in this specific test while the others remain almost the same. Furthermore, with ω = 1.0 and σ = 1, the only parameter needed to be adjusted in clustering We further apply these Fourier descriptors to segment a more complicated fiber tract collection and the clustering result is shown in Figure 5 . Fourier descriptors fail to distinguish this set of tracts into plausible bundles without the help of the spatial position feature (ω = 1.0). With ω = 0.5 and σ = 20, Fourier descriptors stemmed from all the three shape signatures performed successfully with minor differences on the number of output fiber tracts. In this test, f (2) to f (29) were used for the center shifted coordinates. f (1) to f (29) were used for the other two shape signatures.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have successfully modeled the shape of white matter fiber tracts using Fourier descriptors derived from three different shape signatures. Their performance in fiber tract shape differentiation and clustering were analyzed. Our preliminary result show that they are all adequate to capture shape features for fiber tract identification. Among them, the center shifted coordinate signature is the best in our test. Our experimental results show that Fourier descriptors generated from different shape signatures can play an important role in fiber tract shape recognition and clustering.
One important clinical application of DTI tractography is the identification of fiber tracts across subjects for group analysis. Being invariant under translations, rotations and scaling, the Fourier descriptors can be a good candidate for clustering fiber tracts across subjects.
Our method does have limitations, however. Low spatial resolution of DTI data and the limited robustness of currently used tractography algorithms at fiber junctions and in noisy regions may produce trajectories that are locally consistent but incorrectly connected. Our method cannot distinguish these fibers at this time. The a priori anatomic knowledge of the whiter matter in question, e.g., the geometrical information of connected regions or a prototype of tracts, may be of great help in such situations.
In summary, the work presented in this study provides an approach to quantify the shape of white matter fiber tracts without the difficulties, i.e., spatial normalization, happened in spatial domain. The technique has potentials to quantify the deformation of white matter fibers under certain pathologies and brain diseases, e.g., tumor, or for clinical group analysis. In group studies, fiber tracts from a new individual could be matched to an atlas or a prototype. The methodology could thus be applied to in vivo data with the aim of classifying patients from normal controls by differentiating statistically normal and abnormal tract shapes and configurations.
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